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About This Content

The world is dead and now there is no one to stop you from escaping the Prison.... or is it? Follow the story of Steve and his
prison mates as they try to make their way to freedom. Use your thief skills to open lockers and doors to gain some useful items,

create new weapons with crafting system. But as always remember zombies aren't the only thing you should watch out for.
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Title: The Escape DLC
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Kamil Szczepanik, Bartosz Zajkowski
Publisher:
Animakemu Games
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 600 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution
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the great escape dlc. the escapist escape team dlc

Story of the Survivor the Escape DLC is an okay DLC, but its story time.

You play as Steve a convict; he and his two friends have Survived the zombie apocalypse being in the vary prison that held them
before the apocalypse. But soon food will run out, so Steve and his two friends must find a way to escape.

Now what I liked, story was good. I feel the rpg elements were used a bit better here than the main game. And there was not
nighttime part that made the game hard to see.

Now for the bed, really there is just two. Like the character management still annoying, and there are some bugs were you can
go into the well and get stuck or you can get stuck by a zombie corpse that is in front of the door.

So with that said not a bad game a bit better then main one, so I say get this DLC if you want to buy the main game as well.
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